
Planning an… 

EPIC 2024 
Growing through the pain lines in business and life to become

the person you were put on earth to be. 











The 
Entrepreneur 

Freedom 
FormulaTM





You’re in the right place if you… 
● Keep chasing the next goal or achievement but find it never brings lasting joy 

or fulfillment… and you know there’s got to be more to life

● You’ve already achieved your “someday goals” you set years ago... but still 
not as happy and fulfilled as you thought you’d be

● OR… you feel like you’re working your butt off but not getting closer to your 
ultimate goals (or your goals keep shifting) 

● Every year you have the same goals you set, then re-set… and have thought 
“Maybe I should aim lower” or “Maybe it’s just too hard for me”

● You want a better system for setting and achieving goals that sets you up for 
success in the new year and 



You’re in the right place if you… 
● You dip into “Entrepreneurs Funk” but don’t know how to get out

● You’ve been grinding for months (maybe years) and things just don’t seem to 
be breaking through for you… 

● Start each day feeling overwhelmed at everything you have to do and the 
little time you have to do it

● You keep hitting up against a wall and can’t crack through to reach your 
Vision for “success” and are getting discouraged…

● You want to find ways to create more happiness and joy in life and business 



Trevor Mauch
● Founder and CEO of Carrot
● Inc 500/5000 Fastest-growing 

companies 
2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021 

● Fastest growing software company in 
Oregon 2018, 2019

● #8 Most Philanthropic Small Business 
In Oregon 

● 50+ Full-time team members at Carrot
● Re-Develop historical buildings
● Husband, Father of 3, and Investor
● Passionate about amplifying leaders 

and entrepreneurs to make YOUR 
greatest impact 



“Time offers opportunity but demands urgency”



Thoughts on urgency… 

Why when someone seems serious about making 
these changes, they roam aimlessly in circles not 
making progress? It’s comfort. You have a house, a 
car, your bills are getting paid, etc. You’re in the 
COMFORT ZONE. 



Thoughts on urgency… 

Lack desperation or inspiration to drive us forward 
(running away, or running toward) 



Thoughts on urgency… 

When in comfort zone it affects our hearing. We stop 
hearing the ticking clock n think we have all the time 
in the world, and unwittingly squander the present 
moment. Scrolling, watching TV, etc. use for 
entertaining ourselves rather than preparing 
ourselves. 



Thoughts on urgency… 

Without urgency… the next week, month, year, and 
decade may be wasted… just like the past week, 
month, and year before it. 



Thoughts on urgency… 

We must impose upon ourselves a new discipline and 
develop a new attitude about life that motivates us 
AND INSPIRES before we self-sabotage and slide 
backwards. When that happens, urgency is naturally 
created because it turns into an emergency. 



Me

My parents

Grandma



What we’ll dive into today… 
● My ‘23 in summary + my top 3 books of the year 

● My 3 biggest learnings / mindset shifts of 2023 
○ Pain lines are real. Growing through them requires internal change first
○ 10x is easier than 2x. Want vs. Need based motivation
○ Change is about identity… NOT habits

● Planning An Epic 2023

○ My EPIC Personal Goal Planning Template

○ My 1 Page Business Plan Template 

● LIVE Coaching and Q&A



My Annual Personal Planning Template



It’s not IF we’ll meet trials…
… but when. How we react
matters.  

“Count it all joy when you meet trials of various 
kinds… for the trials produce steadfastness and 
let that steadfastness make you perfect and 
complete lacking in nothing” - James 1



My ‘23 in review… 

Growing as a leader and more clarity 
on my personal vision 



Creating Magical Moments

“Perfect moments more often make time 
stretch out and the years become more 

fruitful. Time slows down, senses arouse, 
everything in those moments is just right. 

These moments are what makes life 
sweet. Busyness makes having perfect 

moments hard.  Examples, a shared 
glance, letters to loved ones, phone calls, 

walks in the park, fabulous meals, and 
intimate conversations.”



Faith, Family, Friendships, Fitness, Finances, Fun





Ways I’m creating more 
Magical Moments…

… with my wife

… with my kids

… with my family

… with my friends



My 3 Biggest Mindset 
Shifts Of 2023:



Mindset Shifts of ‘23

1. Pain lines are real



The reason you may not 
have the business of your 
dreams today, is because 
you’re not capable of 
running it right now. 



    INVENT PHASE
Motivational source
(Running from something) 

BURNOUT/BOREDOM
Success and lose 

“newness”

RE-INVENT PHASE
NEW Motivational source
(Running towards something) 



“Things break and challenges amplify at 3’s and 10’s in revenue”
The “Rule of 3 and 10”

$100k-$300k Delegate tasks to duplicate low level work you do (EA/VA)

$300k-$1M Delegate projects to scale delivery of marketing/sales/transactions
(marketing agency, lead manager/acquisitions, dispo)

$1M-$3M Scale to 2nd market OR expand marketing channels in single 
market. Add more capacity where capacity is needed (managers)

$3M-$10M Delegate results to leaders who can execute a plan and be 
accountable to results (directors/VP)

$10M-$30M Delegate strategy to executives who can elevate and amplify 
(VP/C-level)



The 
Business 
Growth 
Levels



Sabotage

When we’re in pain we tend to do 
one of these 3 things… 

Settle

Sell





Grow through your pain line…

What do you need to delegate next?

First, recognize you CAN grow through this

Where do YOU need to grow before your business will?

Who is your right next hire? 



Mindset Shifts of ‘23

2. 10x is easier than 2x











“Need” vs. 
“Want” based 

motivation



What’s your big exciting vision? 

Remove the “how”, just envision the what and the why

If you knew you couldn’t fail, what do you want more 
than anything else? 



Mindset Shifts of ‘23

3. Change is about 
identity NOT habits



We all focus on adopting “new 
habits” and hope they will stick.

But why don’t they stick? 

It’s simple (but not easy). 

Who before Do.  







What’s your “who”? Who do you 
want to become?

What new daily non-negotiables will you adopt?

What traits do you want to embody in your life? 

Who do you look up to and aspire to be more like? Why?

Who do you want to surround yourself with this 
year?





Starting Your Personal 
Plan For 2024



My Annual Personal Planning Template



Starting Your Business 
Goals For 2024



Everything you “focus” on in
2023 takes your mental energy

and physical time. 

If you start and stop and spread
yourself around... 



Now, Since We Only Have
One Go Around... 

... are you using your time
wisely while you have it? 



Before you can plan 
2024… you have to have a 

clear vision for what 
you’re building and why. 





Paint an exciting and clear picture



3 Year Vision Template



Now let’s set business goals 

for 2024



GR: Setting Key Annual Goals 

Current: Good Better Best Notes:

Critical Metric: Profit $ $150k $200k $300k $500k

YoY Revenue Growth % 30% 25% 30% 35% Historicals: 2020 XX%, 2019 XX%, 2018 XX%

Other key metric $100k $200k $500k

Monthly leads X,XXX X,XXX X,XXX X,XXX

Average Rev Per Deal $10k $10k $15k $20k As a % of overall new revenue (still need to target)

Lead to Close Ratio 6% 7% 6.5% 6%+ Work on keeping logo churn in check, improve 
rev retention

Net Income % 25% 20% 23% 25%+ We’re investing into growth. Usual % is >30%



O: What are the best Options 
to hit the goals?  



Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Key Initiative

Improvement/Amplifier #1 35%

Improvement/Amplifier #2

Critical Metric: 
$500k profit  goal for the year

$100k $125k $125k $150k
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W: What Will You Do In 2022? 
Creating Your Macro Plan

2022 Theme: “Insert exciting theme here!”



.

 

Agent Sales Leads

1 funnel optimize (demo)

Hire this person

Cyber Monday

3 Video Series

Agent Webinar 

Landing Page TOFU

VideoPost TOFU 

Milestones

Stephen

Stephen

Trevor

Stephen 

Brady + Trevor

Trevor + Brendan

Brendan (Laynie)

Brady 

  
            ACTION ITEM              OWNER                                JANUARY                            FEBRUARY                             MARCH

= Milestones
  = OKR driver
  = Non OKR initiative 

  

  
Cyber 

monday

    
Agent

Webinar

  
Core
Price

Change

  
      

  

  

      

  
Sales 
Site 

updates w/ 
new 

messaging

  

  
  

  

    

Launch split tests on go Stephen

  
Agent
Design
+ IDX
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W: List Out Your Quarterly 
Initiatives



My “Planning Stack”

● Each Year… review your 3+ year vision. Are you on track? Still clear? Still 
exciting? What’s important for the next year? 

● Each Quarter… review your annual plan and create your plan for the 
quarter

● Each Month… review your quarterly objectives and goals/scorecards for 
your monthly plan

● Each Week… review your monthly plan, scorecards, and craft your “top 5 
commitments”

● Each Day… review your top 5 weekly commits and craft your focus for the 
day



In recap… 
- Who before do

- Recognize your pain line, then create a plan to grow through it

- Give yourself permission to dream. Want vs. Need motivation

- Create magical moments more often and more intently, they extend 
the life in the years we live





Let’s Do Q&A! 

● Follow me on IG: @trevor.mauch

● I dive into more of this mindset stuff on my 
podcast the CarrotCast 

● New programs for our highest level investors
To stand out, grow momentum, and close more 
deals from online leads. Hit me up! 



My Top Motivational Videos Of 2023

● Matthew McConaughey - Life Lessons Video
● Tony Robbins - Stay Hungry (one of my go tos)
● Naval Ravikant - Happiness is Peace in Motion (simple but huge)
● Jesse Itzler - Motivation and Mindset (I LOVE Jesse!)
● Admiral William McRaven - One of my favorite ones ever
● Denzel Washington - Life Advice that’s priceless

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0p1fjLPjYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MXO4D4Y5sM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_866SwNlOU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeOWjeY7XOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBQLFLei70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FB9i7P9Zs4

